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Melissa J. Monroe, Jury Commissioner Clarence M. Mitchell, Jr. Courthouse 100 North Calvert Street, Room 239 Baltimore, Maryland 21202 (410) 333-3775 (410) 333-0057 (f) JURY DIVISION HAS NEW HOURS (Monday through Friday, excluding state vacations) OFFICE HOURS 7:30.m.   - 4:30 p.m. .m.              CALL CENTER HOURS 10:00 .m.  -
4pm.m. Did you get a Summoned and juror qualifying form? Read the front and back of the NOTICE AND JURY QUALIFICATION FORM (Form) in full. The form tells you if you're called as a trial or grand jury.  You must complete and return the form within (10) days of receipt to ensure that the jury office receives your information in time before the scheduled
date.  Be sure to fill out sections 1 to 24 of part B of the form (found on the back of the notice) and return it to the court with relevant documentation (see THE DOCUMENTATION CODE LEGEND mentioned in part B). If you prefer, you can fill out the form online.  In addition to filling out the form online, the site also allows you to update your jury profile or
submit a request (only once) for your jury service to be postponed until a later date.  If any of your answers on the form disqualify or exempt you from serving as a juror, or if your request for deferral of the Service is granted, you will be notified in writing before the scheduled date of jury service (as shown at the bottom right of the notice) and you do not need
to participate on that date.  It is important that you return the form within ten (10) days of receipt. If you receive a summons to report for jury duty, you must: Notify your employer and other important persons that you will not be available on the date summoned, and if you are selected to serve on a jury, for several days after, until a verdict is returned. Mark
your calendar for the night before the notice date and keep the notice available. Find your reporting number on your notice. After 5 p.m. .m the night before the notice date, call 410-333-1555 and listen carefully to the recorded message for your reporting number. The message will identify the reporting number of potential jurors who must report as planned.
You can also look for daily reporting instructions here. If your reporting number is required to report, you must arrive at 8:00 a.m.m. Give enough time to go through a security checkpoint at the entrance to the courthouse. If your reporting number is not required to report, do not go to the courthouse. you may be summoned to report on another day. What is a
Walk-In Juror? A Walk-In Juror is a person who may have a scheduling conflict on his or her notice date, but is able to serve up to five (5) business days after their scheduled jury service This option is voluntary and replaces the need for restructuring. Some restrictions may apply.   You want to know about the grand jury service? Learn more by following this
link here. Can't you speak English? No Puede Hablar Ingles? English If you cannot speak, read, write or understand English, you must meet with the jury commissioner or the jury leader. You can call 410-333-3775 during normal working hours to schedule an office visit. Spanish Si no puede hablar, leer, escribir o comprender inglés, deberá reunirse con el
comisionado o el supervisor del jurado. Puede llamar al 410-333-3775 durante el horario comercial normal para programar una visita al consultorio. JURY FRAUD ALERT Alert! – About jury duty fraud Across the country, there are a number of jury frauds circulating targeting citizens. The Circuit Court for Baltimore City will never contact jurors by phone
regarding the payment of fines for not appearing or failing to complete jury service. Instead, the court submits a written failure to appear notice before taking any action.  After that, a show reason order can be issued as a result of not appearing for jury duty or other violation. To repeat, there is no warning phone call. Please protect yourself.  Never provide
personal information when responding to an unsolicited phone call and/or email.  Instead, write down the phone number from which the person is calling.  Contact your local police department and ask to file a complaint.  Unfortunately, our site is currently unavailable in most European countries. We are committed to the matter and are committed to looking at
options that support our full range of digital offerings to the EU market. We continue to identify technical compliance solutions that will provide all readers with our award-winning journalism. by Jen Wheeler | Holiday baking season means a lot of cakes, and we have a lot of great Christmas cake recipes... by Jen Wheeler | At Christmas time there are cakes
galore, but real dessert lovers still require something more substantial... by Mijon Zulu | You want some crack? I mean, crackle? People who have had it love it and it takes less than an hour to ... by Caitlin M. O'Shaughnessy | Since August 4th is National Chocolate Chip Cookie Day, we rounded up the very best chocolate chip cookie... ElwynsatticWell, I've
received my annual invitation to jury service in Baltimore City again. They seem to call me every year. This year, they also summoned me to serve in a grand jury, but after I completed and sent back their detailed questionnaire, they apparently decided they didn't want me. It may have had something to do with the fact that I am not in favor of the death
penalty, or that we planned a trip during the expected run of the trial (10 weeks), or that I do not get paid if I do not work. I found it interesting petit juror summons date fell during the expected run of the trial (obviously I wouldn't have had to show up for a day one-trial appearance if chosen for grand jury duty). But since they excused me from one, it turns out I
still have to show up for the other. The main thing I hate about jury duty is to have to be there so early (8:15). They should at least offer a continental breakfast for it. Not being a morning person, it always feels like I pull my ass out of bed in the middle of the night. And I don't understand why I seem to be called every year, when in other counties people seem
to be called only every three or five years. I guess Baltimore City has more crime than any other Maryland county. Or maybe they're just calling from a smaller pool of people who actually show up when summoned to jury duty in Baltimore City. A friend of mine who is a lawyer says some judges are very serious about sending warrants to pick up no-shows. I
believe him. The quiet room is not bad. I bring a book (The Audacity of Hope by Barack Obama) and my netbook. And hopefully the thick walls and few windows will help keep the ever-growing pollen invasion at bay. A year or a year ago, I actually got a trial for jury duty, but what a joke. Three men in a car accused of handgun pose, charged with some kind
of crime. The judge/lawyers would not even answer siimple questions from the jury about what relationship (if any) existed between the three defendants, that is, did they know each other, and belonged to the gun any of them? It was obvious that they wre up to something good, but there was not enough evidence to convict, so they were all found not guilty. I
still haven't figured out if the prosecutor was unprepared when it comes to presenting evidence, or the defense attorney was incredibly smart when it comes to getting evidence rejected. Anyway, the experience left me with a bad taste in my mouth, and a dirty feeling that I needed to go home and take a very long shower. I still remember after the not guilty
verdict was delivered and the jury left the courtroom, I looked back and all three defendants had these big shit-watching grins in their faces, as they knew they pulled one over. One of them was escorted in and out of the courtroom in handcuffs all the time (he was obviously arrested for something else too). Sigh.Page 2 Previous Entry | Next entry
elwynsatticOnce again, I have survived Baltimore City Jury Duty without being sent to a trial. The process is over and done with, for a year. I asked the secretary why people in Baltimore City seem to be called annually, much more often than in other Maryland counties. He said crime is higher in Baltimore City than in other counties (no surprise there), and
there are more lawsuits in general in Baltimore City than others He said they call at least 300 people per day, and the existing jury pool is cycled through pretty quickly. He confirmed that the names are selected from both voter registration rolls and Motor Vehicle records (as opposed to what another juror I spoke to yesterday thought). The quiet room was not
bad - they showed a movie (Happy Feet), but the sound was turned down in the quiet room. The only embarrassment about the quiet room is that everyone can hear you rinse. And the thick walls, the lack of windows and large rooms in the Mitchell Courthouse make it a major refuge from the pollen army that begins its advances every spring. Was called to a
potential jury panel. It was interesting because the defendant was M.I.A. and about a minute after the judge announced that he was issuing a bench order, the guy came in. He missed getting him to pick himself up. They never came to the voir dire (jury selection) process, because at the last minute the defendant and his lawyer approached the bench and
said something, and the judge then announced to the jury, my apologies, some new information has just been brought to the court's attention and we do not need a jury at this time. At that time it was 3 .m, and at 4.m we were dismissed. From there it was a quick trip home on 61 bus and dinner. I don't think jury duty should be mandatory - it should be
voluntary. There are many good ways to serve their community. Tags: Tags:
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